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An album of music (on disc and on line) for and by
Benjamin Boretz has just been released by Open
Space (OSCD33) along with a special issue of The
Open Space Magazine to celebrate his 81st birthday,
edited and curated by the Polish-American poet Dorota Czerner. (www.the-open-space.org).

by Henriette Simon Picker; (1986)
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closed, for the Sunday Business Section.
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the City University of New York, where he had taught
since 1967. He is now Director of the New York City
Electroacoustic Music Festival and Executive Director of the New York Composers Circle.

Henriette Simon Picker (1917-2016) (cover) was a
noted American shoe designer and artist. In 1935
she became the first woman shoe designer to be
hired by I. Miller Shoes spending the next 43 years
in the fashion industry. Early in her design career,
she studied painting with Alexander Brook and
Louis Bouché. Picker, who painted continuously
for 80 years, was given her first solo exhibition
by Dennis Wedlick at the Hudson River Studio in
Hudson, New York at the age of 95. She is now represented by the Waxlander Gallery in Santa Fe and
the PMW Gallery in Stamford, Ct. She also recently
exhibited at several other galleries throughout the
northeast including The Carter Burden Gallery in
Chelsea. Picker worked in her studio in Dutchess
County until six days before her death at the age of
99. Her son is the composer, Tobias Picker.
Judith Shatin is a composer and sonic explorer
whose music ranges from acoustic instruments to
digitally-processed sounds of the world around us.
She is William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor at the University of Virginia, where she founded the Virginia
Center for Computer Music.

Leonard Lehrman is the composer of 225 works
to date, including 8 Russian songs, recorded July
by Helene Williams, Alexander Mikhailëv and the
State Symphony Orchestra of St. Petersburg under
th
Vladimir Lande. His 11 opera, The Triangle Fire,
with libretto by Ellen Frankel, will be performed by
soloists from Bronx Opera and The Metropolitan
Philharmonic Chorus in previews in NJ Sep. 4 & 11,
2016 and in NY Mar. 5, 12, 23 &amp; 26, 2017.
A proud upper West-side New Yorker, Barry O’Neal,
continues his involvement as a choir member at St.
Michael’s Church and goes to as many concerts as
time and budget permit. He is planning a week at
Tanglewood this summer during the Festival of Contemporary Music.
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Juilliard Focus Festival 2016
“Milton Babbitt’s World”Program IV
by Hubert Howe

T

his year’s Juilliard Focus festival was
a tribute to Milton Babbitt. Six concerts were arranged, but Babbitt’s music
made up less than half of the works played.
The rest included works by his friends, his
students, works that influenced him, and
in the case of Brahms, music he simply
liked. The festival also included program
notes that were really more like a book,
consisting of a biography and tributes
from various people.
I felt that the introductory essay by Joel
Sachs, the director of the festival, gave a
somewhat unbalanced view of Babbitt,
at least the person I knew him to be. For
example, much was made about Babbitt’s
interest in jazz and his early cabaret songs,
and the programs included some of them as well as
works by Irving Berlin, Stephen Sondheim, and Jimmie Vincent, Donald Martino’s alter ego. The programs
did not include Babbitt’s
one substantial piece that
could be considered both
jazz and serial music, All Set.
There were lots of nice remarks about his keen intelligence, vast knowledge about
not just music but all sorts
of other topics, like baseball,
and what a presence he was at Juilliard,
where he taught for almost 40 years.
The problem with this picture is that it
leaves out the considerable opprobrium
that he endured for much of his early
life, not just because of his article “Who
Cares if you Listen” (which wasn’t even
his title, but made up by an editor at High
Fidelity magazine) but also because of
the truly challenging nature of his music, which was never really popular except
with a loyal band of his followers, myself
included. Until his writings gained greater circulation and his music began to
6 | NEW MUSIC CONNOISSEUR
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be better understood, he was a vilified
presence in the New York musical scene,
his music regularly denounced in the pages of The New York Times and elsewhere.
And he was a considerable presence on
that scene for many years, regularly attending concerts not just of his music but
of many others. It is ironic that, for most
of the years that he taught at Princeton,
he lived in New York, and that after he
began teaching at Juilliard, he moved to
Princeton, so that his life was always spent
commuting back and forth.
Babbitt grew up during the jazz age,
and he played many instruments, so he
had the opportunity to see first hand
the growth and development of jazz and

popular music. He admired some of
it and despised some of it, but his own
music was developed along completely
different lines, and it is a totally different
experience. While the programs included
several of Babbitt’s earliest compositions,
they featured works from throughout his
creative life, so those who were able to attend all the programs experienced a wide
spectrum of his music; but they also got
a sampling of works by other composers
that had little in common with Babbitt,
and it is hard to say whether they really were representative of Milton Babbitt

“world.”
I chose to attend program IV because
it featured some of Babbitt’s electronic
music, which is of particular interest to
me, although I regret that I missed the
world premiere of his Concerti for Violin,
Orchestra, and Synthesized Sound. This
work had been unfinished because of the
destruction of the RCA synthesizer, and
it was reconstructed by Babbitt’s student
Jonathan Dawe. From our perspective
today, where electronic music is heard
much more often than in Babbitt’s early
days, most people simply do not realize
how truly remarkable this music is. There
has been loose talk about how Babbitt
“turned” to the electronic medium in
order to achieve accurate performances,
because his music was too difficult to be
played by humans. The RCA synthesizer
was indeed a unique instrument, and it
was the only device that Babbitt ever used
to create his electronic music, so it is
important to dwell on
that for a bit.
In the early 1950s,
David Sarnoff, President of the RCA
Corporation, which
was flush with money
as the result of its
success with the new
medium of television,
gave a speech in which
he described several
new things that were within the scope of
what science and technology could produce, but which were unlikely ever to be
built, because there was no commercial
reason for doing so. One of the things he
mentioned was a music synthesizer, which
would be capable of producing any sound.
The company then announced that they
would, indeed, produce all those things.
They hired a well-known acoustical engineer, Harry Olson, to design the project,
and by 1955 they produced the first synthesizer at their laboratory in Princeton,
NJ. It was an enormous machine, based
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completely on vacuum tubes, that occupied its own large room. It was also so
unstable and liable to break down that
using it required the constant presence
of an engineer to make instant repairs.
The RCA synthesizer had some
notable problems, however, the most
important being the lack of a standard
input device or keyboard. Instead, they
devised a system of punched paper tape,
which had to be wound in rolls, and
when played back, would turn on and
off switches, which controlled the sound
generating mechanisms. There was also
no recording device. Originally there was
something that cut an LP record, but that
was eventually replaced with magnetic
tape. RCA ultimately produced three
models of the synthesizer.
The engineers at RCA never imagined
that their machine would be used to create music like what Babbitt wrote. What
they did imagine was more on the level
of advertising jingles or popular songs. In
fact, after creating the device, they must
have felt that their job was finished.
Around the same time that RCA was
experimenting with its music synthesizer,
a new type of music, which came to be
called “tape music,” was being developed
by Vladimir Ussachevsky and Otto Luening at Columbia University. In the late
1950s they wanted to apply for a large
grant from the Rockefeller Foundation
to create an institution to support their
music. They joined forces with Milton
Babbitt, who lived in New York and knew
the principals involved, and Princeton
University to include the RCA synthesizer
in their proposal.They succeeded , and the
machine was moved to New York, where
it became part of the Columbia-Princeton
Electronic Music Center, founded in
1959.
It was there that Babbitt began his involvement with electronic music. The
obstacles to working with the machine
were substantial. Without much help, he
had to learn to make this machine create
the music he wanted–to control pitch,
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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timbre, dynamics, and all the other
qualities that he was carefully structuring
in his music. He had to punch long rolls
of paper tape to produce small bits of music at a time, which could later be spliced
together into the composition. The mixing and synchronization was an entirely
manual and frustrating process. Many of
his pieces took months or years to finish. It
was so difficult and time-consuming that
Babbitt never learned any other method of producing electronic music, even
though those methods would have been
much easier and more intuitive. (He also
never learned to use a computer.) He felt
that he had already devoted too much of
his life to this kind of thing.
Babbitt’s electronic music is remarkably
clear and precise, unlike the instrumental performances he was receiving at this
time. Rhythms that look impossible on

“The engineers
at RCA never
imagined that their
machine would
be used to create
music like what
Babbitt wrote.”
the printed page come across as simple.
Babbitt’s practice of using several different
dynamic levels in the same passage also
clearly comes across, although it is still
impossible to know how much louder or
softer one level is in comparison with another–as it is with his instrumental music,
especially in the three piano pieces that
began this concert: It Takes Twelve to Tango, Minute Waltz, and Playing for Time.
(Babbitt’s titles were sometimes great puns,
none better than The Joy of More Sextets.)
In advance of playing Ensembles for Synthesizer, Joel Sachs explained that he was

playing the original four-channel version of the piece, rather than the stereo
reduction which is usually heard. I have
to say that this made a huge difference!
Babbitt does nothing more than isolate
different musical lines in different speakers
(no moving sounds or balancing between
the speakers), but it helps clarify separate
melodies in complex contrapuntal passages. Perhaps unbeknownst to Sachs, the
four-channel version is of remarkably better quality than the stereo version, which
can be heard on youtube. The use of
separate speakers shows that the piece
concentrates more on short three- or fournote melodies, rather than entire 12-tone
sets. Even the thick chordal bursts which
happen at several spots are broken into
their constituent elements. Since separate
timbres are also usually isolated, that helps
in following the music as well.
The other electronic work played on this
program was Philomel, one of Babbitt’s
most popular compositions in any genre.
This was also played in four channels, and
the composer was more adventuresome in
his use of the electronic idiom. The singer on this occasion, Liv Redpath, did an
excellent job with this dramatic work,
singing entirely from memory. The piece
was written for Bethany Beardslee, and her
voice is recorded in several passages on the
tape part. Babbitt intended, I think, for
the recorded part to be an extension of the
live singer, but on this occasion you could
tell the difference in their vocal qualities.
Another useful thing was that the text was
printed, and this showed that Babbitt’s vocal writing is contorted and unnatural,
although the text itself is quite compelling. Some of the other works on this
concert really sounded out of place. This
was particularly the case with A Jazz Set
by Jimmie Vincent, the nom de plume of
Donald Martino, one of Babbitt’s students, which sounded like it belonged in
the background at a bar. Martino’s other
piece, A Set for Clarinet, was completely
appropriate, as was Mario Davidovsky’s
Synchronisms No. 12. Paul Lansky’s
NEW MUSIC CONNOISSEUR | 7
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notjustmoreidlechatter is an interesting
work in its own way, but it is completely
unlike anything Babbitt ever wrote.
Since his death in 2011, Babbitt’s music
is rarely heard in concerts. It is, after all,
extremely challenging, and will probably
only appeal to people who have a serious
interest in complicated new music. And
it is no longer possible for audience members to pose questions to the composer,
who always generously entertained even
the silliest interrogations from listeners.

The Playful
Babbitt
Milton Babbitt’s World, Jan 27, 2016,
Peter Jay Sharp Theater
by Anne Eisenberg

J

uilliard commemorated the centennial
of the composer and teacher Milton
Babbitt with six recitals at a Focus! Festival, “Milton Babbitt’s World,” at Peter Jay
Sharp Theater in late January. The fourth
recital in the series, on January 27, showed
Babbitt at his most playful, said Joel Sachs,
the Juilliard professor who is director and
producer of the Focus series. Babbitt,
a friend of Sachs since the 70s, could be
depended upon not only for innovative
music, Sachs said, but for many other
pleasures-- a recommendation for the best
Chinese restaurant in the neighborhood,
or a bracing discussion of American show
tunes, baseball, beer or malt scotch. “People think of him as dry, but he wasn’t,” said
Sachs. Babbitt joined the Juilliard faculty
in 1973, and continued to teach there until
not long before his death in 2011. “He’s
one of the funniest people I’ve ever met. I
think that comes out in his music. It’s not
academic, but it’s often played that way.”
The fourth program in the Focus series,
which presented some of Babbitt’s complex
8 | NEW MUSIC CONNOISSEUR
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music for piano, saxophone, cello, voice explains: “It conjures up, for me, an image of
and synthesizer, as well as other composi- a teenyweeny jazz band, scampering around,
tions by students, colleagues and friends, playing bits of licks rather than whole tunes,
took place before a sizeable crowd packed and having a jolly good time doing it.”
with the Juilliard community, contemThe stereo speakers continued to play a
porary composers, and family members, crucial role as the program offered works
including
Babbitt’s
by Babbitt as well as
“Babbitt … could be
daughter. True to its
by colleagues, stuplayful theme, the pro- depended upon not only for dents and friends in
gram opened with the
which live on-stage
innovative
music
…
but
for
piano pieces It Takes
performers
were
Twelve to Tango, Minmany other pleasures—a partnered with taped
ute Waltz (or ¾ plus or
recommendation for the performances and
minus 1/8.) and Playing
synthesized sound.
best
Chinese
restaurant
in
for Time, all delivered
Mario Davidovsky’s
with style and force
Synchronisms No. 12
the neighborhood, or a
by pianist Jie Fang,
bracing discussion of Ameri- for Clarinet and Electronic Sounds (2006),
who handled Babbitt’s
can
show
tunes,
baseball,
for example, paired
demanding,
highly
the speakers’ elecirregular rhythms, chalbeer or malt scotch.”
lenging dynamics and
tronic productions
mercurial contrasts with vigor and inten- with a live, lyrical performance by Shen Liu
sity.
on clarinet The light-hearted concert took a
Mr. Fang followed Babbitt’s directions darker turn at the end, closing with one of
for It Takes Twelve to Tango, emphasizing the most celebrated of Babbitt’s collaborathe characteristic abrupt contrasts in the tions for live and taped sound: Philomel for
music. In the score the composer wrote, Soprano, Recorded Soprano, and Synthesized
“The pianist should strive to maintain a Sound (1964) based on a poem by John
sense of tango throughout: fast, extreme Hollander. Hollander’s text is drawn from
changes of register should be employed the tragic legend recounted in Ovid’s “Metwherever necessary to secure the indicated amorphoses” of Philomel’s rape. The rapist,
dynamics, durations and articulations. King Tereus of Thrace, ensured Philomel’s
Because there are only four dynamic levels silence by cutting out her tongue. She fled to
employed, they should be distinctly, even the forest, and was later transformed into a
extremely differentiated.” The pianist con- nightingale. The story of Philomel was sung
tinued with Minute Waltz, steadily dealing by recorded soprano Bethany Beardslee and
with its challenging, irregular measures. by a live on-stage soprano, Liv Redpath.
Babbitt dedicated the piece to Roger Getting the balance adjusted between the
Sessions for his 80th birthday. Then the live singer, and the sound pouring out of the
piano at Sharp Theater gave way to a speakers was complicated, said Sachs. “We
different kind of instrument: high-per- spent a lot of time experimenting. The balformance stereo speakers that were crucial ance has to be exactly right.”
The entire program, which celebrated Mr.
to the electronic music of the next piece
on the program, Ensembles for Synthesizer, Babbitt’s palette of sounds with vivid, skilled
composed by Babbitt in 1964. Speaking of performances, must have been exactly right,
the all-electronic Ensembles, Joel Sachs said too, for at the end the audience applauded
it was “one of the most entertaining pieces loudly and appreciatively, paying tribute to
I know. It has many sections, each only a an evening that was funny, touching, and
few seconds long, and each of them in dif- lyrical--as far from a dry academic perforferent rhythms.” In the program notes, he mance as possible, just as Mr. Sachs had said.
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invented the polytone, an electronic keyboard instrument with sixty notes to the
octave. The promise of electronic music
persisted!
Finally, computer music was beginning to come of age. MIDI had just
been invented, the personal computer
‘…Time is the school in which we learn,
had come on the scene, Max Matthews
Time is the fire in which we burn….’
had been working his magic in computer
(from Calmly We Walk Through this April’s
music programming and design, and I
Day’ by Delmore Schwartz)
decided to try again. Thanks to multiple
By Judith Shatin
grants, I founded the Virginia Center for
Computer Music as a nexus for teaching,
ilton Babbitt gave a talk on conresearch and creative work. The opportutemporary music in Newark in
nity to explore these technologies opened
1971. As a student at Douglass College,
a new world. Since then, our program
I knew enough to know that I wanted
has matured. We developed a Ph.D. proto attend. The polyphonic weave of his
gram in Composition and Computing
language, the density of his ideas, and
Technologies (CCT), and expanded our
the singular cadence of his voice immefaculty and staff (Matthew Burtner, Ted
diately captivated me. Little did I know
Coffey, Luke Dahl, Travis Thatcher). It
that this would start a chain of events
has become a hive of exciting activity,
that would determine my musical path.
ranging from live scoring to interactive
I graduated from Douglass College that
dance, improvisation and both hardware
spring, having talked my way into lessons
and software design.
with composer Robert Moevs at RutBlack Moon, for conductor-controlled
gers University. He was encouraging, yet
electronics
and orchestra, is my most
daunting, and asked searching questions
recent project. Co-commissioned by the
while providing a model through his own
American Composers Orchestra and Carbeautifully sculpted music. And, while I
negie Hall, it will premiere on October
was supposed to perform a senior piano
28, 2016 at Zankel Hall. Its design is built
recital, I convinced my professors to let
on the cycles of black moons: a fourth
me present the first composition recitmoon when only three are expected. It
al in the history of the school. Looking
is also said that a Black Moon is a proback, I’m surprised at my audacity – I was
pitious time to undertake a ritual. Black
a novice composer, and had to find permoons occur only once every 2.5 years
formers and organize everything myself.
or so. The next one falls on October 30,
I loved the challenge and forged ahead.
2016, so the premiere will take place
The following year I entered the M.M.
at a propitious moment. For
program at Juilliard. When, in
this piece, the digital sound
my second year, Milton joined
“Milton had given a demonstration
is derived from processed
the faculty, I immediately
of
the
Mark
II
Synthesizer
at
Columbia,
recordings of acoustic instruasked to study with him, and
also enrolled in his course on
and several of us were treated to it, ments, creating an organic
link between the two. The
Schoenberg. If you took this
including
watching
him
type
instructions
conductor, rather than being
course, or studied compositied to a click track, initiates
tion with him, you knew how
on paper tape”
the electronic sounds and
important listening was to
him. You were supposed to listen not only in electronic music. And, long before, has the ability to sweep them around
with your ears, but also with your mind. the first chair of the UVA music depart- in space as well. Milton, with his own
Many have described Milton’s extraor- ment (1920-41), Arthur Fickenscher, had work in both acoustic and electronic

Experiencing
Milton

M
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dinary wide-ranging interests. When I
mentioned my love of poetry, he immediately asked what I thought of Delmore
Schwartz. I did not know him yet, but,
thanks to Milton, came to admire him.
Working with Milton led me to the
Ph.D. program at Princeton. While I
continued to study with him, as well
as J.K. Randall, Paul Lansky, and Peter
Westergaard, I also decided to try one
of the short courses in computer music.
Milton had given a demonstration of the
Mark II Synthesizer at Columbia, and
several of us were treated to it, including
watching him type instructions on paper
tape. While he never made the move to
the computer, he encouraged us to do so.
I spent hour upon hour working to
understand the concepts and typing computer punch cards under the fluorescent
lights of the underground computer center. It was early days in computer music,
and we had to trek to the Engineering
School in the middle of the night to
convert the digital data to something we
could actually listen to. Sadly, I did not
obtain any sonic results that excited me.
Reluctantly, I decided to wait until the
technology developed further, and, happily, it did
Fast forward to 1987, when I had
already been on the faculty at the University of Virginia for close to a decade.
There was already some activity in electronic music at UVA; composer Donald
MacInnis had purchased an Arp synthesizer, there was some access to a PDP11
computer, and he offered initial courses
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media, was a powerful role model, finding novel pathways to shape musical
experience.

A Quasi-Personal
Reflection on
Milton Babbitt’s
Centenary and
Its Celebrations
[Three concerts: November 22, 2015 with
Augustus Arnone at Spectrum; January 27 ,
2016 at The Juilliard School of Music;
June 7, 2016, with the Cygnus Ensemble
at Symphony Space]
By Benjamin Boretz

C

ontrary to public rumor Milton
was never my composition teacher;
during my time at Princeton none of the
younger composers on the faculty (Milton, Ed Cone, Earl Kim) was supposed to
teach composition. So I, David Del Tredici, Fredric Rzewski, Henry Weinberg,
and (in the just-earlier generation) David
Lewin, Don Martino, Eric Salzman, Peter Westergaard, Jim Randall, Godfrey
Winham (the ones I knew best) interacted in every possible theoretical, historical,
critical, intellectual, philosophical way in
and around music as well as everything
else with Milton. Roger Sessions was our
composition teacher but Milton was why
we were there.
Had we been on the West Coast (I
speak only for myself ) it would probably have been John Cage; because Milton
and Cage were the two composers of the
previous generation who totally and organically embodied a total revolution in
musical expression—as against the "modernism" of incremental radicalization and
subversion of musical surfaces overlying
a fundamental continuity with tradition.
10 | NEW MUSIC CONNOISSEUR
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Their new music was not a new way of
doing music, not a way of being "modern"; it was an entirely new sense of what
music was, what it was doing, what it was
for, why you did it. The radicalizations of
continuity and drama in Elliott Carter
(the other most powerful older presence
in our compositional world) were vivid in
the context of the music of the previous
50 years; you could experience its electrifying jolts by following its progress in a
conventional way; the music of Babbitt
and Cage never invited nor rewarded nor
really permitted any such context. Their
work, as was widely recognized with great
alarm at the time, was a truly existential
threat to everything the culture had held
dear about music as far as it knew. Of
course, they drew complementary—contradictory—creative epiphanies from the
same central awareness; Milton invented
his own totally impenetrable continuity: John Cage invented his own totally
inscrutable persona...maybe it was just
East Coast-West Coast cultural disjunction—it's gotten pretty muddied up in
the 75 years since their joint, antithetical,
revolutions; but—as I'm going to propose with exquisitely self-correcting hindsight—they were the antipodal avatars of
a truly revolutionary aesthetic moment.
Imagine that "abstraction" is an affective word rather than a technical term. A
quality of expression not a means to its
end. In visual art this is a fine distinction, if also virtually a given, because of
the capacity for perceived representation
latent in the transaction between artificed
surfaces and culturally conditioned gazes
("non-innocent eyes", in Nelson Goodman's locution). But music is of course
not only as literally abstract as painting,
but perceptually so as well even where
there is a conceit of representation (unless
you're Respighi, using a birdsong recording, no one mistakes it for anything but
a symbolic likeness). In the early 20th
Century composers, trailing behind their
visual-artist colleagues, got interested in
emulating that quality of seeming to ren-

der the properties of infrastructures and
subconsciousness rather than what was
familiarly "up front" (Ernst Toch's Geographical Fugue, for a blatant example,
but equally the essentialized dramatics of
Schoenberg's Five Pieces for Orchestra
Op. 16). And soon the world rattled by
its modern catastrophes and complexities
was grasping at the imagery of scientific
thought, the sensibility of transcendently counterintuitive phenomena and concepts, of reality cognizable only by way of
mathematical modeling, of scientific and
transcendental and psychologistic philosophy infiltrating into the mainstream
culture; and was disgorging an array of
expressive reactions to all of this in aggressive forms of overt detachment: the
detachment of absolute control by maximal rational regimentation of every aspect
of composed text, or the complementary
detachment of control maximally relinquished by a discipline of submission to
an arbitrary externality or the determination of structure by a process of random
correlation. And it was significant that
these were not only the methods of composition, but its sensibility as well. Mostly, of course, it was business as usual in
the world of art: the political, intellectual,
psychic, spiritual currents in the world of
affairs became colorful imagery in most of
the playgrounds of art: the sci-fi qualities
in the soundworks of Marinetti, Varèse,
Cowell, Crawford, were like vivid palimpsests overlaid on what is essentially music
in a recognizably conventional sense. As
were the theoretical rationalizations of
Hindemith, or the music that formed
itself within Joseph Schillinger's mathematical composing machines. But within
the business of music-as-usual trying to
make its impression with some species
of faroutness or complexity, Babbitt and
Cage seemed not to be onlookers to the
modern musical culture but just simply
avatars of a completely detached aesthetic
beyond its furthest imaginable extension.
Outside the boundaries that contained
anything music had ever been up to then.
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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The aesthetic was authenticated by its
totalism, its obliviousness to the need to
yield at any point to a listener's need for
access, for a point of contact with common experience or concept. The terms

of the discourse were reinvented, cognative with discursive territories previously remote from music, from "art"-talk.
The hardass languages of physics, logical
philosophy, I Ching, Zen...made the vocabularies of Futurism, Busoni, Scriabin,
even Schoenberg and Webern look almost
Pre-Raphaelite gauzy—certainly made
their music sound all warm and fuzzy
suddenly.
Of course neither Milton nor Cage held
fast to this beachhead; once the world
caught up with them they were happy to
catch up with it as well; and maybe the
aesthetic passed through them as avatars
of their culture, as if they themselves were
minimicrocultures in themselves, and—
as with normal cultures—passed through
in its pristine form to leave its ineradicable imprint, yet opened up to a broadening range of expressive/active possibilities,
joining the mainstream culture which
they had challenged into joining them.
You can detect the signposts of this
trajectory in the titles of Milton's pieces;
almost monastically austere to start with
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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(the series of "Compositions" for piano,
12 and 4 instruments, viola and piano,
synthesizer, tenor and six instruments),
proceeding to sometimes punning hints
of the actual controlling compositional
processes (Partitions, All Set, Ensembles,
Semi-Simple Variations, Relata, Phonemena), but then gradually socializing with
titles that schmoozed with the performers for whom they were intended (Arie da
Capo, Swan Song #1, Play it again, Sam)
or made disarmingly silly puns on popular
clichés, divertingly innocuous and ideologically noncommittal (I never discussed
this with Milton but it must have seemed
both self-protective and counter-pretentious if he didn't seem to take himself too
seriously once everyone else took him way
too seriously; but at this point it was totally about his personal self-presentation
rather than a proclamation of aesthetic
vision).
Milton was a real craftsman; he was
never the slave of his methods, subservient to the implications of his technical
principles (as for example Hindemith
seemed to become, and as many "serialists" of the fifties and sixties seemed to
be); he designed his methodologies precisely to produce the music that he wanted them to produce; but he also wanted
them to manifest his presence and thinking as well—his charts were actually his
real titles; and they evolved in dazzling
complexity even as they were increasingly
designed to enable musical surfaces and
textures of increasing flexibility and grace
(to borrow a beautiful word from musicologist Scott Burnham). So in both directions, surface and method, the militant
calls to the barricades of the aesthetic of
the late forties and fifties shifted toward
composing strategies that maintained and
expanded a hard-won leadership position
within the cultural population, with technical ingenuities and aggrandizements
that left disciples scrambling to catch
up, while creating sound designs which
suddenly stimulated and gratified rather
than baffled and frustrated performing

musicians, and similarly seemed to offer
listeners a way in not dependent on memorizing the score and its generating charts,
or a deep knowledge of analytic geometry.
But even in the toils of brain- and backbone-softening public adulation, I don't
think Milton ever fully relinquished the
core of his early aesthetic militancy, the
ideological energy that constituted a social vision of music and discourse about
and within music that would create a
culture of cognoscenti, of composers as
specialists—and even more particularly,
although he never said this, of listeners
as specialists and fellow citizens in the
high-intellectual culture of serious music.
So the pop-ness of his titles, like the jazzness of All Set, was complexly part irony,
part in-joke.
You will not "get" the music of Milton
Babbitt if you don't understand that it's
all about the sound and sense and meaning and qualities of pitches, multiply personified and given multiple singularities
of meaning in context. It's music that
has serious intentions toward you: cognitive—physicalistic—intentions,
not
affective, psychologistic ones. Milton's
aesthetics are his politics; he wants to radicalize you as a pitch-construing brain,
learning to put together and inhabit his
worlds of maximized multiplicities of coherence.
So we listened to Vision and Prayer at
Symphony Space, a little while after hearing Philomel at Juilliard; and although I
show my antiquity by tending to revert
to what will always be for me the definitive versions, by Bethany Beardslee Winham, and although the audio for Philomel
seemed kind of off the cuff (the electronics
were unprepossessingly quiet—the audio
for Vision and Prayer was fine), the vocal
performances by Liv Redpath (Philomel)
and Elizabeth Farnum (Vision and Prayer)
underscored how "mainstream" this music has come to be for young performers.
But the pieces, coming from the same
shop, might have come from different
universes. Most immediately the differNEW MUSIC CONNOISSEUR | 11
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ence seems to be in Milton's developmental arc: you might hear the tight austerity
and economy of Vision and Prayer as an
output of Milton's aesthetic/compositional state in 1961, just past the peak of
his most implacably militant visage; its
cleverness is over-your-head cheek, its gaze
is from above and to the left; but most
radically, the ensemble it creates between
voice and loudspeaker, between Dylan
Thomas's poem and the über-electronic
music, is a standoff written in stone, two
powerful compositions confronting one
another, two expressive sound-delivery
systems facing forward in strictly parallel
lifemodes (except, with a frisson of irony,
at the beginning-and-ending electronic
noise-breath that sweeps the voice in and
swooshes it out.) Aesthetics aside, it seems
as if Dylan Thomas's giant poem, gigantically through-composed inside and out,
is such an impermeably self-contained
and self-replete presence that it leaves
no openings for even music as intensely
edged as Milton's to infiltrate and transform its internal, integral poem-sound.
And its unblinking earnestness and passion are oddly counterpointed to Milton's
supercool reticence.
The text of Philomel (by John Hollander) was written for Milton; and it so completely plays into Milton's creative and
personal affinities that you might think it
couldn't have been written for any other

“The hardass languages of
physics, logical philosophy, I
Ching, Zen...made the vocabularies of Futurism, Busoni,
Scriabin, even Schoenberg and
Webern look almost Pre-Raphaelite gauzy—certainly made
their music sound all warm and
fuzzy suddenly.”
purpose than to feed Milton's favorite addictions. Which I might describe as an intricate web of subtle-blatant-esoteric-obvious sound-puns, where reminiscent
archaism and cutting-edge mind-chutzpah merge—and manage to produce a
sonically beautiful, expressively poignant,
transcendent expressive epiphany. And
right from the start it's the antiVision
and Prayer: the piece begins electronically with an echoed voice whose clear and
eloquent melodic curve lays out the initial conditions for the pitch structure of
the piece; while the live voice, entering
later, is a spluttering noise machine, unable to stutter out a continuous coherent
utterance, opening up the vast dramatic-structural space that Philomel unfolds
and inhabits thenceforth. Of course you
can produce this contrast by playing two
tracks of Bethany side by side, but experiencing these two amazing pieces live, and
hearing them now, produced a new inter-

ASCAP award winning ensemble
presents our

2016-17 Season

featuring new and recent music by
James Primosch, Dariusz Przybylski,
Alice Ping-Yee Ho and others

nal magic for me that still reverberates.
The Cygnus concert began with an otherwordly conversation about Vision and
Prayer by Bethany and Mimmi Fulmer
with Bill Anderson and ended with Milton's Swan Song #1, a piece that is so daringly self-challenging for Milton, turning his entire texture/structure into the
wind of phraseology, reiteration, linearity,
while still maintaining his total structure/
surface integrity, that it might have been
composed by Arthur Berger—whose music Milton once described as "diatonic
Webern". (Cygnus has recorded this piece
on a Bridge CD; ignore the cover art because it's treasurable music.)
But it is in the work of the young pianist Augustus Arnone this centenary
season that the retrospective totality of
Milton's artistic presence is most vividly crystallizing. The total span of Milton's artistic evolution is probably most
precisely and completely projected by
the qualities of his music for solo piano,
touching every phase of his work from the
mid-forties to the late nineties. Augustus
Arnone has been spending this year playing, quite wonderfully, an indispensable
series of three concerts consisting of this
entire oeuvre, from Three Compositions for
Piano and Partitions to Canonical Forms
and Allegro Penseroso. Each of these excellent concerts is enhanced with a conversation conducted by Joshua Mailman, who
like Augustus is of the new generation of
musicians who have absorbed the text and
sense of Milton's music as a natal environment and think naturally within its terms.
So the conversations, each with a different earlier-generation colleague of Milton
(me, Andrew Mead, Robert Morris), and
with Augustus as an active participant, are
actually poised to do something expansive
for all of our experience of music we all
already care a lot about listening to.

with guest artists Musicatreize (Marseille)

cantorinewyork.com
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Jewish Music
of Interwar
Eastern Europe
by Leonard Lehrman

T

hree fascinating and moving concerts of Jewish music written in Eastern Europe between the wars were heard
in New York recently, two at the Center
for Jewish History, one in a dramatic run
at BAM.
On April 27, 2016, YIVO and the
American Society for Jewish Music presented “A Musical Journey from Russia”
at the CJH, featuring works by composers who had been members of the Society
for Jewish Folk Music founded at the St.
Petersburg Conservatory in 1908, including: Joseph Achron’s Hebrew Melody for
Violin & Piano; Mikhail Gnesin’s Variations on a Jewish Folk Theme for String
Quartet; Alexandre Krein’s Esquisses Hebraiques #1 for Clarinet Quintet; Solomon Rosowsky’s Fantastische Tanz for Piano Trio, Leo Zeitlin’s Eli Zion for Cello &
Piano; and songs by Joel Engel, Mikhail
(Moshe) Milner, Lazare Saminsky and
Lazar Weiner.
Of these, only Lazar Weiner, often
hailed as the Father of Yiddish Art Song,
lived long enough to be part of our own
era. I vividly remember meeting and
interviewing him about his opera, The
Golem, the last year of his life (he died
at the age of 84, in 1982), and his song
“Yiddish” (not included in this concert)
opened many concerts of the Jüdischer
Musiktheaterverein Berlin in the 1980s, as
well as our concerts of Russian and Jewish
music this past June in New York, Bobruisk, and Vitebsk. Donna Breitzer was
the capable soprano in the songs. Outstanding among the instrumentalists
was cellist Valeriya Sholokhova, daughter of YIVO Head Librarian Ludmila
Sholokhova, who happens to be married
to violinist/conductor Yuval Waldman,
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on sabbatical this year from ASJM, but
present at the concert, which was largely organized by ASJM President Michael
Leavitt. Nearly all the music was almost
totally unknown, undeservedly, as these
performances successfully demonstrated. Video of portions of the pieces and
lectures on the music collections may be
viewed at the CJH website.
Four weeks later, on May 25, 2016,
the ASJM again presented music at the
CJH in a panoply of styles, again most
of it undeservedly little known, but this
time by one composer: Erwin Schulhoff,
a Czech Jew and a Communist, who
tried unsuccessfully to get a visa to Russia during the Hitler-Stalin pact. My first
encounter with Schulhoff’s music came
three decades ago when a young German
saxophonist in Berlin asked me to accompany him in the composer’s best-known,
and probably best, piece, the Hot Sonata, a dazzlingly complex, contrapuntal
work inspired by jazz that has not been
equalled in its writing for both piano and
sax at least until more recent works by the
likes of Paul Creston and Karel Husa. It
formed the grand finale of ASJM’s Schulhoff tribute, performed by Marty Ehrlich and pianist Mimi Stern-Wolfe, who
also soloed expertly in six Milhaudesque
dances and the challenging Sonata #1. In
between came a well-rehearsed rendition
of the String Quartet #1 performed by
Stern-Wolfe’s Downtown Chamber Players (violinists Marshall Coid & Bradley
Bosenbeck, violist Veronica Salas and cellist Mary Wooten).
In the realm of oddities, came the first
ever 3-movement solo sonata for unaccompanied contrabassoon (beginning
with a rather amazing fugue) performed
by Thomas Sefcovic, and a portion of the
Sonata Erotica for “Mutterstrompete,”
which has been mistranslated sometimes
as “muted trompet,” but seems to be more
of a pun, as it’s actually for solo female
voice, experiencing (faking?) or at least
emoting sounds in German clearly redolent of orgasm. Michael Beckerman’s

enlightening lecture on the composer,
which featured numerous recorded excerpts, including this piece, was cut short
when an elderly woman started yelling
that she wanted to hear the music in the
concert, not a lecture. (Michael Leavitt
was heard to say later that this woman
would be asked not to attend any more
ASJM concerts.) The piece can be heard
online, rendered by a number of performers, including the Dutch singer Loes
Loca who premiered it in 1993. Many
have speculated whether the Sonata Erotica influenced Luciano Berio’s Visage or
Eve Ensler’s Vagina Monologues. In any
case, Schulhoff’s fate was as miserable as
Anne Frank’s. Though not technically
murdered by the Nazi machine, he died
of typhus or tuberculosis at an interment
camp in 1942 at the age of 45. Widely
performed at European festivals during
his lifetime, his expertly crafted music has
gathered posthumous appreciation only
gradually.
In between these two CJH events, the
Ensemble for the Romantic Century,
specializing in “Theatrical Concerts,” presented Anna Akhmatova: The Heart Is Not
Made of Stone, a two-act play written by
Eve Wolf, from April 27 to May 1, 2016
at BAM Fisher. Meticulously researched
and glossed by generous program notes,
the work centered on the relationship
between the Russian poet and the Russian-English (Jewish) critic/philosopher
Isaiah Berlin, who spent a Platonic night
with her in St. Petersburg, with emotional and life-changing results for both
of them. The musical interludes for the
evening formed a rich tapestry on their
own, encompassing emotionally poignant
solos, chamber works, and transcriptions
of pieces by Prokofiev, Shostakovich and
Rachmaninoff. Highlights included 3
excerpts from the ballet Romeo & Juliet,
and the Shostakovich Piano Trio #2,
which employs bitingly mordant klezmer
themes and next to his autobiographical
String Quartet #8 is probably his most expressive chamber piece. Cellist Andrew
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A Latin Latin Mass
Missa Latina “Pro Pace” by Roberto Sierra; The Canticum Novum Sungers conducted by Harold Rosenbaum, May 15, l916,
Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College
By Barry O’Neal

O

ne of the striking features of the
New York Concert Scene is the large
number of fine amateur and professional choruses that enrich our musical life.
From long established groups like the Oratorio Society of New York, the New York
Choral Artists, the St. Cecilia Chorus and
the Canterbury Choral Society, which
tend to tackle the large-scaled classics of
the chorus and orchestra repertory, to
more select and adventurous groups such
as the New Amsterdam Singers and Amor
Artists, there is a breadth of options for
lovers of the choral art. In addition there
are many superb church choirs such as
the St. Thomas Choir of Men and Boys
and the Trinity Church Choir that often
venture beyond traditional church music.
The Trinity Church Choir in particular,
under its director Julian Wachner, has presented concert series’ devoted to Britten,
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Stravinsky and Ginastera, and last year
participated in a monumental concert devoted to the Ives’ Symphony No. 4 and Ginastera’s rarely heard Tubae ad Passionem
Gregorianam.
One of the best of the professional
groups is The Virtuoso Singers. Under
its director, Harold Rosenbaum, it has
specialized in fine performances of new
and especially American choral music.
Members of that group combined forces with The Canticum Novum Singers,
Mr. Rosenbaum’s amateur chorus, soloists Sharla Nafziger, soprano and Daniel
Teadt, baritone, pianists Blair McMillen
and Steven Beck, and five of New York’s
top percussionists to present the premiere of a new version for chorus, soloists, two pianos, timpani and percussion
of Roberto Sierra’s Missa Latina “Pro Pacem” on May 15, at the Kaye Playhouse.
Originally commissioned by the National
Symphony of Washington, DC and first
performed by them in 2006 as a work for
soloists, chorus and orchestra, the pun of
the title is borne out by the mostly Latin
text in which the mass is sung and the persistent use of Latin American rhythms and
instrumental sounds, particularly from
marimba, maracas, claves and drums.
Missa Latina, which lasts nearly an hour
and twenty minutes, uses the standard
liturgical mass texts (the Ordinary consisting of Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and
Agnus Dei), but bookends them with two
additional prayers from the Liber Usualis,
the Introit (“Da Pacem”) and a verse added to the Agnus Dei (“Pacem relinquo vobis”) which uses celebrated words adapted
from St. John’s gospel (in English, “My
peace I leave with you: my peace I give
you.”). Along with an added Offertorium
(“Rogate quae ad pacem…”), inserted after the Credo, these additions are designed
to make clear the purpose of this mass as
a plea for peace.
Roberto Sierra may have bitten off more
than he could chew in this sprawling, intermittently engaging work. But there is
still much to admire in the choral, solo

Roberto Sierra

Janas, Ms. Wolf, and her daughter, violinist Victoria Wolf Lewis, played it passionately. Max Barros performed a number of
the solo piano pieces with aplomb. My
only criticism was that the playing was
so beautiful, the acting by the six performers playing Akhmatova, Berlin, and
7 other characters, could only suffer by
comparison. Pronunciation of some of
the names could particularly have used
better coaching. But the work as a whole
is very powerful, and deserves to be translated into Russian and heard by audiences
appreciative of Akhmatova’s poetic art–as
was obviously the case with many Russian-speaking attendees.

and instrumental writing. Unfortunately,
the composer’s cause was not altogether
well served by this performance, with the
chorus (33 voices), much too small for
the scale of the work. Twice or even three
times as many voices would have made a
better balance with the two pianos and
the large percussion array, stationed in
front of the chorus.
The piece began with a gentle setting
of the “Da Pacem” text for solo soprano,
a radiant, high flying Ms. Nafziger, with
subdued chorus and lovely, florid piano
writing that had an almost middle eastern flavor: Villa Lobos with a Levantine
accent. The “Amen” was especially striking, with the soloist rising from her lowest
register to her gleaming top, followed by
a full outburst from the chorus gradually
dying away.
The Kyrie was also quite effective, with
the two soloists joining the somewhat
stern chorus with the lively sounds of
marimba, claves and maracas adding a
pronounced Latin flavor. Little distinction was made between the “Kyrie” and
“Christe” lines of text, however.
The problems began to surface with the
two longest parts of the ordinary, the Gloria and Credo. In both of these sections
there is admittedly a surfeit of text. The
standard approach (c.f.: Beethoven, Missa
Solemnis, Bach, Mass in B Minor, or any
Mozart or Haydn mass), is to break down
the text into manageable sections and
alternate intimate solo and/or duet writLIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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The New York Virtuoso Singers, Harold Rosenbaum, director (center)

ing with grand or solemn sections for the
full choral ensemble.
Sierra paid lip service to this tradition in his notes, but often blurred the
distinction between solo and choral sections by having subdued choral writing
accompanying the soloists or inserting
solo outbursts into choruses, and by failing to use tempo changes to delineate the
changes in the text. His approach worked
best in the Gloria where, for example,
the two soloists in the slower “Qui tollis
peccata mundi...” were accompanied by
a florid piano part. This made for a fine
contrast with the lively, swinging choral
and percussion entry at “Quoniam Tu
solus Sanctus.” Unfortunately however,
this section seemed to go on for too long,
and once the soloists joined in at “Gloria
Dei Patris”, the musical material became
less interesting.
The problem persisted and was amplified
in the Credo, despite an original approach
to the opening lines (“Credo in unum
Deum…”), with loud pianos and percussion and stentorian soloists answered
by a soft, mystical choral response. The
sections usually highlighted (“Et incarnatus est…” and “Crucifixus”) were given
some prominence, the former mostly for
baritone, with too much piano noodling,
but the stormy “Crucifixus” would work
better if the musical ideas had more distinction. For the most part the rest of the
Credo was through composed and just
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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muddled along. The most effective touch
came at the end where the lively “Et vitam
venturi” (c.f.: Beethoven’s mad fugue with
its scarily high notes for the sopranos) led
to a quiet ending with melismatic solos
and quiet, simple piano accompaniment.
The Offertorium began with a powerful, clamorous instrumental section.
When the baritone entered in a reflective
mood, the piano accompaniment was
again quite florid and full of Latin American harmonic touches and syncopations.
But once again overextension marred the
ending “Alleluia,” with its baritone solo
lead and spirited piano and percussion
riffs.
The final two movements of the mass,
Sanctus and Agnus Dei, by being inherently less discursive lend themselves to
the colorful, individual treatment Mr.
Sierra offered. The Agnus Dei began with
a high-spirited chorus in full flight. The
Latin-flavored treatment of the “Pleni
sunt caeli et terra Gloria tua” was infectious and a ravishing solo soprano setting
of the “Benedictus” was impressed upon
our hearts by Ms. Nafziger. The repeat of
the “Hosanna in excelsis” had the same
nice lilt as the original statement of the
text and segued into the opening of the
“Agnus Dei.” Unfortunately the baritone
solo’s florid style seemed inappropriate to
this prayerful text and the choral writing
was marred by unnecessarily melodramatic touches. All went well at the end of

the movement with a beautiful soprano
solo with gentle choral underlay for
the interpolated text (“Pacem relinquo
vobis…”), striking, thoughtful and soft,
and a pulsating non-traditional “Alleluia”
with both soloists, full chorus and ensemble in a merengue groove, which made for
a bright, invigorating wrap-up.
On the whole, I found the continual
sound of the pianos and percussion somewhat wearing even if this version placed
the Latin American character of the piece
in bolder relief than the original with full
orchestra would have.
As indicated earlier, the performance
would have benefited from a larger chorus, and the group sounded a bit tentative
at times. Apart from an occasional lack
of co-ordination between the fine pianists, Mr. Rosenbaum handled his forces
extremely well and kept things moving
along and the percussionists (Barry Centanni, timpani, Thomas Mulvaney, Eric
Borghi, Taylor Goodson and Minhye Ju
on the other various percussion instruments) were outstanding, as were the two
vocal soloists and the pianists.
This was only my second encounter
with Roberto Sierra’s music in live performance so far as I can recall (I heard
Leon Botstein present the world premiere
a year ago of the 25 minute Cantares, a
tighter, more engaging work for chorus
and orchestra with his American Symphony Orchestra). While I found his
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vocal writing impressive, nothing in Missa
Latina really moved me. However, despite
its longueurs, there was enough in the work
to make me curious to hear the original
version and some of Mr. Sierra’s music in
other genres and formats.

Hamilton: A
Different Look at
the Iconic Musical
of Our Time
by Mark N. Grant

T

hroughout its two-century history,
American musical theater has always
appropriated the leading popular music
genre of its time. The two-step march was
the go-to template for popular song in the
late nineteenth century; it became the basis
of the musicals of Harrigan and Hart and
operettas of John Philip Sousa (many of
whose march tunes originated in his operettas). When ragtime arrived, a “whitened”
version of it became the style that made
Irving Berlin famous. When the ballroom
dance craze took off in the 1910s, the four
beats of the foxtrot found their way into
the songwriting of Jerome Kern, Gershwin,
Porter, and Rodgers, creating the Great
American Songbook and the era of classic
book musicals. Once rock and roll dislodged the foxtrot songbook from supremacy, within 30 years the paradigm shifted
definitively from My Fair Lady to Hair and
poperettas like Les Mis and Phantom.
Rap has been around for about 35
years. An idiom born of the South Bronx,
it is now a global musical lingua franca.
Entertainers from all nations, races,
religions, cultures, and artistic styles have
adopted it (never mind Eminem, look
at the Canadian Baba Brinkman and his
“Rap Guide to Evolution”). Just as there are
Russian jazz pianists and Vietnamese celtic
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trad musicians, rap has achieved a very
impressive degree of worldwide saturation,
and it clearly was inevitable that with
Broadway audiences changing someone
would hit upon it as the next template for
the American musical.
In a relatively short time from its birth
as a mixtape, the all-rap musical Hamilton,
written and composed (and acted) by
Lin-Manuel Miranda, has morphed
from modestly heralded Public Theater
production into an extreme Broadway
sellout, Pulitzer Prize winner, and cultural
tsunami. The talented Mr. Miranda has won
a MacArthur Award and has been accorded
a reception befitting an artistic avatar akin
to an Andy Warhol or even a Picasso.
Based on both grapevine reports and press
reviews, I came to Hamilton excited, all but
expecting to like it, and certainly hoping to.
Inveterate theater lover that I am, I wanted
to experience for myself that unique tingle
of seeing a real breakthrough come off in
live theater.
And yes, I found Hamilton a boyishly
likable, entertaining musical cartoon,
stirring in a superficial way. Yet I am
persistently baffled by much of the fulsome
official commentary about it. Hamilton

piece of dramatic writing and stagecraft, is
Hamilton deserving of the wholly uncritical
panegyric it has received? If we look at it
unsentimentally, objectively and fairly,
does it actually display skillful dramatic
construction? Does it offer the aesthetic
transformation of the medium critics have
cited, upending its great predecessors in
classic musicals? Is it a truly well-wrought
musical play in a new idiom, or is it merely
a trending pop/rap oratorio shoehorned
into the theater?
History factcheck: Rhythmicized rat-atat musical patter is no new phenomenon
in opera and musicals. You want a race to
see how many syllables can be sung in the
shortest amount of musical time? Check
out “Finch’han dal vino” from Mozart’s
Don Giovanni or the coda of “Largo al
factotum” from Rossini’s The Barber of
Seville. There are too many examples of
rhythmically periodic patter songs to count
in Gilbert and Sullivan (“When I Was a
Lad,” “I Am the Very Model of a Major
General,” et al.). A descendant of G&S
patter is Noel Coward’s 1931 song “Mad
Dogs and Englishmen” particularly in
Coward’s inimitable performance in which
he improvised his own “veddy British”

didn’t stay with me and grow on me the
way really good theater does. Purely as a

beatboxing effects.* In the Kurt Weill-Ira
Gershwin musical Lady in the Dark (1940),
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Danny Kaye as the Circus Ringmaster sang
50 polysyllabic Russian composer names
in about 40 seconds in “Tchaikovsky.”*
“Rock Island”– the electrifying all-talked
opening of The Music Man (1957) and the
greatest patter number in the Broadway
musical canon– could well be called rap
in its relentless beat-driven syllabification,
reinforced with rhythmically repeating
loops of “Whaddaya talk?” and “But he
doesn’t know the territory!” *
Patter that was so fast that it was hard
to understand was a staple of American
vaudeville. As vaudeville was dying and
talking pictures came in, short features
based on musical patter were very popular
for the first few years of the 1930s. Among
them were Columbia Pictures’ Musical
Novelty films, all-sung and all patterrhymed (http://columbiashortsdept.weebly.
com/the-musical-novelties.html).
One of the Columbia films was The
Three Stooges’ Woman Haters (1934)*,
through-composed with Moe, Larry, and
Curly singing the echoic rhymes. United
Artists got into the act with the 1933 Al
Jolson film Hallelujah, I’m a Bum, with
songs by Rodgers and Hart. The scene
with Jolson as the bum “Mayor of Central
Park” has a legendary through-sung patterrhymed sequence between Jolson and silent
film comedian Harry Langdon (in one of
his rare sound film appearances).* In his
only surviving talking picture appearance,
George M. Cohan (in blackface!) patters
somewhat more slowly in the 1932
Paramount film The Phantom President.*
Thirty years earlier, about half the songs
Cohan performed in his patriotic musicals
were similarly “talked” rhyming patter, such
as “Life’s a Funny Proposition After All.”
Rap is also not the first instance in
history of performance poetry, and by that
I don’t mean the medieval troubadours.
The American pioneer of performance
poetry based on rap-like beats was the
Illinoian Vachel Lindsay (1879-1931).
Like a modern street busker, Lindsay
traveled the country itinerantly performing
his infectious, drum-beatingly rhythmic
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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verse. His poem “The Congo” is now
widely regarded as racist but most of his
narrative poems were highly progressive for
their times. He even recorded some of his
performances, and though on the printed
page his verse reads a bit like rap, on the
recordings you can hear him singing his
lines in an almost sprechstimme way, rather
than landing syllabically on regular beats
the way rap does.* (Afflicted with bipolar
illness and financial problems owing to the
continued struggle of earning an itinerant
living in the Depression, Lindsay killed
himself by swallowing lye.)
Hamilton opens with a four-minute title
number in which the lead characters take
turns rapping an Homeric exposition of
the title character’s biography from birth to
his arrival in New York. I know this now
because I acquired the script after seeing the
show. During the performance, however, I
had to fight to understand any word other
than the end-rhyme words (sometimes only
the end-syllable rhymes), despite sitting
in row D of the orchestra and my having
honed severely practiced listening skills
from attending Broadway shows for the
last 50 years. And when I could understand
the words, I couldn’t put them together in
my seat to form a coherent picture quickly
enough before the next salvo of syllables
immediately made new demands on my
attention. The characters in The Music
Man’s “Rock Island” talk just as fast but are
entirely intelligible. You know where that
scene is going and where the show is going.
I had no idea of either after “Alexander
Hamilton.” It was as if bullets were talking
and one were expected to understand what
the bullets were saying.
Am I too clueless to process rap? I have
attended poetry slams at the Nuyorican
Café in downtown Manhattan and
understood and liked the words. I have
owned and studied the anthology Hip-Hop
& Rap: Complete Lyrics for 175 Songs for 12
years. Two 20ish women sitting next to me
at Hamilton winkingly laughed at unfunny
lines throughout the evening. But it seemed
as if they already knew the material,

perhaps from the album (which works
better, and is more intelligible, than the
show), uploaded on YouTube with millions
of hits. Tariq “Black Thought” Trotter of
the hip-hop group The Roots, when asked
by the New York Times what his response to
Hamilton had been, replied: “What hit me
initially was the accessibility. It’s just really
easy to follow the dialogue.” Really? If I
can understand Shakespearean blank verse
in live performance without sound design,
shouldn’t I be able to understand, say,
75% of Hamilton, which has body miked
performers and electronic sound design?
My reception of the language improved
somewhat during the rest of Hamilton, but
except for King George’s Les Mis-homage
comic relief song “What Comes Next?”,
I still missed most of the pre-end-rhyme
verbiage. I was not aware, for instance, that
John Adams was not actually a character
until I looked at the playbill after the
show ended. Which Schuyler sister was
Hamilton courting? Maybe I’d figure it out
if I came back for another performance.
Hercules Mulligan and John Laurens? Who
the hell were they, I asked, looking at the
playbill during intermission? There were
no BEATS, and I don’t mean drumstrokes
but “beats” in the dramatist lexicon’s sense
of pauses and spaces the director inserts to
allow information to sink in and add up.
Rap is kinetically nonstop (even Miranda
understands this, inserting one quiet nonrap song with a harpsichord). Too often
the important narrative information of
Miranda’s lines falls on unaccented syllables
and is lost to the ear which can only hear
the beat and the music. W. S. Gilbert
described Hamilton’s problem perfectly in
this notoriously sarcastic couplet (from
“My eyes are fully open to my awful
situation” in Act Two of Ruddigore): “This
particularly rapid, unintelligible patter/Isn’t
generally heard and if it is it doesn’t matter.”
But how does a character or a play evoke
my Aristotelian pity if a seasoned theater
connoisseur like me can barely understand
what they are saying for the better part
of the evening? (Supertitles wouldn’t be
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enough to solve the problem. They would
have to move faster than the eye can read.)
Vaudeville’s carryover to 1930s movies
sometimes took the form of roles like that of
theater director James Cagney in Footlight
Parade (1933) or theatrical press agent Lee
Tracy in Bombshell (1933). Cagney and
Tracy speak their lines so rapidly in those
pictures that no native speaker could
possibly understand every word. What
you understand is a vague impression that
they are cheerfully deceptive characters.
What you understand in Hamilton is a
vague, celebratory, cheerful impression,
not a fully realized drama. We are rushed
through too many episodes in Hamilton’s
life too fast to digest them in dramatic
terms, the volleys of syllables obfuscate
rather than clarify the story, and there is
no buildup of suspense or psychological
character examination beyond the cutout level. None of these criticisms could
be applied to Show Boat, The King and
I, Guys and Dolls, Pal Joey, My Fair Lady,
The Music Man, Gypsy, Cabaret, Company,
A Chorus Line, or any number of other
musicals in the classic Broadway canon.

The show ends up a kind of musical
Classics Illustrated comic, an “Alexander
Hamilton Superstar” pageant highlights
reel. Its text “indicates”– in the theater
trade sense of that word meaning “bad
acting”– what is happening and what
should be felt. Miranda’s Burr tells us of
the Federalist Papers that “John Jay got
sick after writing 5. James Madison wrote
29. Hamilton wrote the other 51.” A good
dramatist doesn’t tell us this information,
he shows us. Hamilton narrates many
complex events by announcing them this
way rather than enacting them, and when
it does enact them, the compression ratio
of words per second destroys clarity. Was
“The Reynolds Pamphlet” a government
paper, a personal confession, or some
combination? I had no idea while I was
sitting in the theater watching. What
about Hamilton’s economic ideas? Lost in
the hail of verbal bullets. (One welcome
exception to this unintelligibility is the
song “Ten Duel Commandments,” said
to be an homage to Notorious B.I.G.’s
“Ten Crack Commandments.”) What
about Hamilton’s inner thoughts? You

got me. Sure, there are clues here and
there, but overall the show renders
Alexander Hamilton– called a genius
even by an adversative Tory historian
like Paul Johnson– a far less thoughtful
and introspective individual than the
simple roistering wife-abusing tough Billy
Bigelow in Carousel, who, after all, sings
the self-revealing “Soliloquy” in that
show. Knickerbocker Holiday, Fiorello!,
and 1776 make the inner lives of Peter
Stuyvesant, Mayor LaGuardia, and the
Founding Fathers far clearer, and do not
do so in dramaturgical shorthand.
Indeed, Miranda affords the character
of Aaron Burr more introspection than
the title character, and Leslie Odom Jr.
as Burr seemed to have some internal life.
Of course a devil who upstages a virtuous
hero is a common problem in literature;
Satan has the best lines in Paradise Lost,
and even in cartoons a Donald Duck is
more interesting than a Mickey Mouse.
But whenever Mr. Odom, a fine actor,
held the stage, I sat up alert. Mr. Miranda
is by comparison a less compelling actor.
Rory O’Malley, a cast replacement for
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Jonathan Groff, was comedically spot
on as King George. The rest of the cast
was competent but seemed not quite
seasoned as Broadway troupers (to be
fair, the material limits what an actor can
do with it). The choreography struck me
as boilerplate music video choreography:
purely decorative movement without
expressive or narrative content.
It seems to me that Hamilton’s real
idiom is nonsense verse, ramped up
urban contemporary with a beat and hiphop phraseology. You could set much of
Edward Lear, A.A. Milne, and Dr. Seuss
to rap simply by increasing the speed and
inserting a drum machine. Miranda can be
an impressively deft wordsmith: “A bunch of
revolutionary manumission abolitionists?/
Give me a position, show me where the
ammunition is!”; “Thomas Jefferson, always
hesitant with the President/Reticent– there
isn’t a plan he doesn’t jettison./Madison,
you’re mad as a hatter, son, take your
medicine.” Excellent. But an equal amount
of the verbiage abounds in cliché and trite
imagery– “History has its eyes on you”;
“We’ll bleed and fight for you/We’ll make
it right for you”; “And if there’s a reason
I’m by her side/When so many have tried”–
and there is a dearth of metaphor. Miranda
does cutely quote Macbeth and Oscar
Hammerstein, and borrows a couplet from
the Lovin Spoonful’s 1966 hit “Summer
in the City” that every baby boomer will
know. John Sebastian may be delighted at
the homage.
The music is modestly pleasant but
evanescent. There are no rousing tunes
or big anthems as in the Sir Andrew or
Boublil-Schonberg blockbusters, not even
a single ditty you walk out humming or
remembering. My greatest problem with
rap is that it kills the role of melody not
just in musical theater but in music period.
For this reason alone I cannot view rap as a
new dispensation in the art of the musical
theater. What has happened to melody even
in contemporary pop? Beautiful melody
has been the leading element of every form
LIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
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of musical theater for centuries. Melodies
are story-telling devices par excellence.
There’s something scandalously wrong
with a community of opinion that treats
Hamilton’s lack of memorable melody as
unworthy of commentary. Even Rent had
melody. How can you have a great musical
without great music?
Yet for all of this Hamilton still packs a
certain punch onstage because of a simple
visual coup de théâtre. It is exciting, moving,
even faith-restoring to see the Founding
Fathers myth (with whatever persona–
Hamilton,
Washington,
Jefferson)
reenacted and reconsecrated by black and
th
Latino performers costumed in 18 century
waistcoats, boots, and breeches. The
ulterior star of the show in that sense is the
costume designer Paul Tazewell. Without
his clever costumes, the dramatic impact
of this symbolism would be considerably
attenuated. The portrait Miranda paints
of Alexander Hamilton–as an anti-slavery
Caribbean immigrant not just assimilating
into the Establishment but leading it– is a
ratification of the melting pot myth with
st
a timely 21 century demographic update.
That not only sells with newer audiences
but resonates with old-timers.
The other source of the show’s theatrical
excitement, of course, is the shock of
recognition it provides younger audiences

that rap, their very own pop-cultural
paradigm, has finally made its way into the
American commercial musical medium–
a modern assimilation that parallels the
show’s recelebration of the Founding
Fathers assimilation myth of Alexander
Hamilton. Conversely, I think older
audiences are responding more to the
general energy, charm, and bonhomie of
the show than to any inherently persuasive
dramaturgy or music it offers. It’s a feelgood
show in broad brushstrokes. Never mind
the details. Who cares if the play is paced
too fast for coherent emotional payoff?
Who cares if you can’t understand most of
it unless you read the libretto eight times?
*All the starred examples can be readily
accessed on YouTube.
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A Birthday Concert
for William Mayer
National Opera Center, Nov 9, 2015
by Anne Eisenberg

O

n November 9, The American composer William Mayer was honored
by the Center for Contemporary Opera at
a sold-out concert at the National Opera
Center in Manhattan. The concert celeth
brated Mayer’s 90 birthday, and the varied
music composed over his long, inventive
life.
Mayer is known for his powerful opera, A
Death in the Family. But at one moment
during the November 9 program, it was
the audience seated in neat rows at the
National Opera Center who had a chance
to sing to Mr. Mayer—“Happy Birthday,”
they serenaded him, adding a quick round
of “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow” as an
encore.
The “Happy Birthday” songs were the
only pieces heard that evening that Mr.
Mayer did not write.
The sparkling, expert cast that had performed A Death in the Family in France
and Hungary travelled to New York, reuniting to bring four excerpts from this
poignant opera to life at the celebration.
The conductor, Maestra Sara Jobin, for example, came in from Toledo, Ohio. The
cast sang of life’s passing in the touching
“How far we all come away from ourselves,” Some audience members were
moved to tears as they listened to Mayer’s
elegiac music recalling the comfort parents
offer their children.
Mayer’s quirky wit was evident in the
brass fanfare that opened the evening,
Country Fair, a trio for two trumpets and
one trombone, and in his mini- opera,
Brief Candle, all three acts of which were
performed in 6 minutes.
Steven Mayer, the composer’s son, played
the opening movement from his father’s
Piano Sonata, handling the 12-tone elements with feeling and flair.
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The polished, varied program showed the
range and power of Mayer’s work. The
graceful host of the evening, Jim Schaeffer,
artistic and general director of the Center
for Contemporary Opera, introduced the
music and even gamely volunteered to
step in at the piano as an accompanist,
“even though all I know is a C scale.” (He
was promptly saved from this fate by the
appearance of the pianist.)
The small, acoustically perfect recital studio at the National Opera Center was a
resonant setting for the full house that
applauded Mayer’s music, and then adjourned to a reception for celebratory cupcakes and champagne.
The musicians waived their fees for the
performance, Mr. Schaeffer said. “All of
the cast are so fond of him. They rehearsed
and worked without fees,” to make the
evening a success.
Happy birthday, William Mayer!
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The American Composers Alliance music
catalog and archives: A collaborative effort
between ACA, BMI, and the University of
Maryland
By Gina Genova
In the first ACA Bulletin published in
1938, the “Aims of the Alliance” were
stated as: “To encourage the inclusion of
American works in concerts.”
The approach to fostering performances of these American works over time has
been to leverage ACA’s ability to provide
access to its scores through publishing and
distribution services.
Access to scores and performance materials is fundamental. Musicians need performance materials quickly, and they need
them in formats that are clean, ready to
use, and economically priced.
The American Composers Alliance
(ACA) was formed in 1937 by Aaron
Copland, Elliott Carter, Marc Blitzstein,
Colin McPhee, Douglas Moore, Marion
Bauer, and others, and began collecting
scores of its member composers in the
early 1940s.
The original mission was to make the
music available to orchestras and performers, and to be sure that composers
were compensated fairly and credited for
performances of their work
Over the years, the collection has grown
to more than 12,000 pieces, the earliest
from 1905, and for every year thereafter
to the present.
ACA accepted music from composers
under-represented in the mainstream at
that time.
ACA also welcomed, and still does, unusual, and smaller or lesser-known works
by well-known composers that were not
considered lucrative enough for commercial publication by other publishers.
Since 2000, ACA has managed its col-

lection of scores and parts in collaboration
with the University of Maryland’s Special
Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA).
In 2010, after an inventory of all scores
was completed, we turned our attention to processing the archival historical
files—the official records of ACA. This
ongoing project is now online at http://
hdl.handle.net/1903.1/30672
The official papers of ACA include all
related materials that were produced in
establishing, building, and running the
organization from the 1930s through the
1990s.

The relationship between ACA and
SCPA is a unique one, encompassing the
normal functions of a music publisher
as well as a music archive. For a number
of years SCPA has acted as custodian for
ACA scores and parts.
SCPA makes ACA scores available according to normal library policy, but it
also makes them available to ACA for
digital scanning.
At ACA, we wish to preserve the materials entrusted to us as part of our history for tomorrow’s generations. We
could not have moved forward in this
mission without the support of SCPA
and the University of Maryland Libraries.
When I first began working at ACA in
the beginning of 2008, I knew about its
historic publishing catalog, but I didn’t
know what had happened to it. I learned
that in early 2000, due to budget cuts,
all of the scores had been moved from
ACA’s longtime New York offices to
Special Collections in Performing Arts at
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Music from the earliest days: Weigl–Five Songs from Phantasus (1905)
and more current, Louis Karchin– Barcarole Variations (2015)

the University of Maryland (SCPA).
My predecessors at ACA had made
the remarkable decision to partner with
a library. They transported ten thousand
scores from New York to Maryland in various formats: single side printing masters
– the ozalid onionskins, copies, a collection of printed and bound scores for perusal, super oversized scores, operas, reel
to reel tapes and many sets of printed and
bound “rental” orchestra parts.
Initially I discovered two incredible assets to build on. ACA still held publishing rights for most of the scores through
its affiliation with Broadcast Music Inc.
(BMI), and the physical scores and parts
were still owned by ACA under an expired
library deposit agreement.
Because the score collection had been
sitting mostly unused in Maryland between 2000 and 2008, my first goal was
to create interest that would draw more
people to it – and encourage not only
further study of this repertoire, but also
performances and recordings.
I wanted to convey to the university
and SCPA the value of the collection that
they had inherited, but in my role as ACA
Director, I also wanted to provide more
benefit – promotion and publicity – for
the American composers it represented.

Essays

When I first arrived at the tiny ACA office at 648 Broadway, I found a daunting
stack of unprocessed purchase orders that
had been coming in— requests for scores,
parts, and mechanical licenses from musicians, record companies, stores and
re-sellers around the world.
I imagined that if ACA had a better way
to make the scores more widely available
and to properly represent the rights it still
held, more people would discover and use
the collection. We began by updating the
website and working together with SCPA
staff to create an inventory that listed everything that had been shipped to Maryland.
ACA needed access to the score and
parts printing masters at SCPA, to scan
and provide copies on demand for performers, and to establish a digital distribution collection of scores for the future. It
also needed an expandable database where
large amounts of information could be
stored, edited, and retrieved by ACA and
library staff.
Creating an online listing and offering
newly printed and digital editions made
from the score masters seemed to me the
best way to make direct connections with
performers and knowledgeable researchers, to encourage performances, and to

build greater respect for the collection.
*****
The birth of ACA marked a turbulent
period in U.S. music history. The late
1930s to the early 40s is fascinatingly well-documented in the letters of the
ACA founders, the manuscripts of which
are now at SCPA.
There is a great American story about
business and creative enterprise waiting
to be told about ACA and its history.
Untapped primary sources of all kinds

lie within the official papers, correspondence, archives and scores.
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The original, lofty goal of Aaron Copland was to establish the right for all composers to receive income when their music
was performed.
Initially, ACA gave its attention to
American composers not otherwise protected by the older performing rights society, ASCAP. In essence, ACA began as an
alternative rights society, but it would request and collect licensing fees from presenters of concert music by living composers. This had never been done before.
In 1940, ASCAP was collecting as
much as four million dollars a year in revenue for its songwriters and composers,
but this was from radio station broadcasting fees (New York Times, Dec. 15, 1940;
T. R. Kennedy “Radio Revamping Old
Favorites”). Now, presenters would have
to pay for the right to perform music in
a symphony hall if the music was not in
the public domain. This was a hard sell in
some circles (and still is).
After much litigation and a stormy
period of time, the radio broadcasters
organized themselves and set up BMI to
license radio rights to their own catalog.
The problem was, they didn’t have one.
They had to build it from scratch. They
began by buying broadcasting rights to
music that was not registered to ASCAP,
which soon brought BMI together with
ACA composers for like-minded reasons.

Since the early 1940’s ACA composers
had been trying to join ASCAP, without
success.
At the time these letters (pictured on
previous page) were written, ACA Director Harrison Kerr was still hopeful that
ACA composers might be accepted under
the ASCAP umbrella. Up to this time,
ASCAP had offered its membership only
to a select few ACA composers, including Aaron Copland, Douglas Moore, and
Marc Blitzstein.
ASCAP had said “maybe” to the idea
of taking all ACA composers and kept
ACA leaders on the hook for several years.
When the deal fell through decisively and
there was no chance for all ACA members
to join into ASCAP as a group, Copland
was justifiably concerned, and letters
in the ACA collection at SCPA contain
much information on the
complexity of the issue of dual
memberships in ACA and ASCAP.
It was not until 1944 that
Harrison Kerr established the
agreement between ACA and
BMI in which the broadcasters would collect performance
royalties for concerts in addition to the radio broadcast
rights for the music in the
ACA catalog. This is how

BMI initially started its classical music division. With periodic renegotiations, this
relationship between American Composers Alliance and BMI remains, more or
less, in force today.
From its inception, ACA seems to have

had a bit of an identity crisis. I believe we
are still very much working to clarify the
image of what ACA is and does. There
were multiple, simultaneous missions
over the years.
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In the 1940s and 50s, Aaron Copland
and other ACA composers worked with
the US Information Agency and traveled
to other countries in support of American
music concerts and promoting American
culture.
In the 1950s, ACA leaders established
a live concert series presented at the Museum of Modern Art, curated by Leopold Stokowski and broadcast on WNYC
(see photo bottom-right, from left: tenor
William Hess with ACA members Peggy
Glanville-Hicks, Jacob Avshalomov, and
Henry Brant). In addition, the record
company CRI was founded by ACA —as
well as the American Composers Orchestra in the 1970s. Each of these branched

Lou Harrison’s Prospectus for
Musicians (1957) p.1, and a letter
from ACA member Henry Cowell, requesting
a transfer of rights for three of his ACA works
over to Associated Music Publishers.

off and became separate successful entities.
Oliver Daniel, an important and colorful character in music publishing, in
1951, inaugurated for ACA the prestigious Laurel Leaf Award.
It was given by the ACA Board of Governors in a ceremony almost every year

to an individual or organization for their
“distinguished service in fostering American music.” (on bottom of previous page,
1969, from
left ACA
President
John Les-

Text
permission
letter from Langston Hughes for composer Hale Smith; Telegram from Deems
Taylor to Aaron Copland at the start of
ACA activities in 1938.

sard, with award recipients Charles Wuorinen and Harvey Sollberger, on behalf of
the Group for Contemporary Music).
Sharing the award in 1959 were choreographer Martha Graham and comedian
Jack Benny. (Photo top of previous page, 1959, Martha
Graham with ACA
composer Robert Ward)
Jack Benny (middle of
previous page)
was
honored
by ACA for
his fundraising
efforts for American orchestras
through performing his comedy
sketches and playing the violin.
He is pictured with his piano
accompanist Richard Nixon (at
left) who was Vice-President of
the United States at that time,
and ACA President Ben Weber
(right) presenting him with the
Laurel Leaf award.
Oliver Daniel also revived
the publication ACA Bulletin
(see cover images on next page)

through the 1950s and 60s.
Within the ACA archives at SCPA, you
will find not only thousands of music
score masters, but also files with text permissions for lyrics, composers’ writings,
and various photos of events, correspondence and business of the founders and
members of ACA over the years.
What was an appropriately flexible rights agreement
between composer and publisher
in the middle 20th century has
again become viable.
Inrecentyears,musicpublishers
in the U.S. have been closing and/or
reducing staff and services, or they’ve been
absorbed by larger companies who pick
and choose the works they will continue
to support, especially for contemporary music. Titles easily go out of print.
The task of disseminating and archiving
composers’ music has become ever more
important.
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What is ACA’s mission today?
Is it a publisher?

Yes, but composers do not assign their
copyright – they merely grant certain exclusive and nonexclusive rights to ACA
for a period of time that can be forever, or
they can revoke.
Is it a licensing organization? Yes, but
composers can, if they want, license their
own recordings and dramatic performances.
Is it an arts organization? Not really.
It’s an incorporated business that controls
legal limited rights of many individual
works and has a fiduciary responsibility to
its composers.
A nonprofit since 2009, ACA is not
owned by any one person or its Board of
Governors– it’s owned collectively by its
members and any surplus of income needs
to be recycled back into its programs and
mission.
th
ACA’s 75 anniversary in 2012 was
celebrated with a concert at Symphony
Space, featuring the League of Composers
Orchestra.
Will the ACA Archives at SCPA be the
last stop for the music collection?
How can a group like ACA stay relevant
into the future?
Two thoughts:
1. Even with social media and websites, there is still a huge body
of American composers’ work
that isn’t likely to be found in
music stores, libraries, streaming or for sale online, or heard
in performances and recordings,
if representative advocates do
not take responsibility and care
for it. ACA provides publishing services and score access for
composers who want more than
self-publishing, but also to retain
a level of ownership and control
over their music; as well as ser-

Image above: Tuba-Tuba (1973) by Burr Van Nostrand – example of a composer whose work
has enjoyed a substantial renaissance since 2012, largely due to the efforts between SCPA,
New England Conservatory Library, and ACA, with his ACA scores now listed online and
print on request services available to performers.

vices for composers who have no
interest or skills to get their music into mainstream markets.
See excerpt below, from “Building Music Scores Collections in the World of
Web-Based, Self-Publishing Composers”,
a paper by Kent Underwood (NYU) presented at IAML Congress 2015:
“Regardless of a composer’s reasons for conducting [his or] her
career outside the traditional channels of commercial publishing and
distribution, the routines that libraries typically follow to identify and
purchase new scores are clearly not
well-connected to self-publishing
individuals. The result is that a sizable quantity of significant contemporary music is falling through the
cracks. And those cracks seem to be
widening. The danger, long term, is
that libraries will miss the opportunity to preserve and document the
musical culture of our time faithfully for posterity.”
2. The original plan of ACA as a
flexible rights organization that
handles some aspects of publishing and shares other rights and
chores with its composers seems
win-win for both sides. This was
set up so that composers could

leave ACA if they were signed to
a commercial publisher, or if any
of their particular works were
chosen for more mainstream
publication by larger companies.
Examples of composers who joined
ACA and then moved on to bigger publishers include John Cage in the late
1940s, Henry Cowell and Elliott Carter
in the 50s. Leslie Bassett, Charles Wuorinen and Joan Tower in the late 60s.
These composers moved on from ACA,
but each left many early works to continue being published and distributed by
ACA.
Other composers joined ACA permanently and established a custodial agreement for the continued distribution of
and access to their music after their death
– Miriam Gideon, Ben Weber, Otto Luening, Karl Weigl, Robert Helps, and
nearly 100 others have many scores with
ACA, earning performance royalties for
the organization until it closes, or until
the works are in the public domain. ACA
continues to print on request some of the
earliest works in the catalog that are likely
no longer in copyright.
The current business model of licensing
– allocating bits and pieces of your copyright to different companies for specific
purposes is the foundation of how the
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music business benefits songwriters and
composers. ACA, in licensing, but not
owning copyrights, has been ahead of other concert music publishers in this respect.
I see the potential of ACA as a valuable
resource, a necessary extension of traditional publishing. Even though the composers
may be prolific, writing in multiple genres,
the requests coming in are for specific pieces, often ‘one-off’ copies. Publishers with a
‘for profit’ structure have a difficult time
managing small requests on the one hand,
and libraries don’t want to do the work of
publishers, on the other. ACA can provide
these services with the support it receives
from BMI, from fundraising, and through
licensing and selling music, if it is managed
carefully.
The structure of ACA is a great opportunity for music business students, archivists, and music librarians in training. In
our “connected age” , composer members
around the country are helping to manage
aspects of their ACA collective together.
What does the future hold?
Managing more and more members requires an administrative infrastructure that
siphons funding away from creative projects. This is an ongoing problem for many
smaller nonprofits.
This is where SCPA has been so valuable.
ACA could not have shouldered the costs
on its own for the storage of score masters
and the professional care they have received for the past 15 years.
The support from SCPA and BMI has
absolutely saved ACA—it’s that simple.
ACA is now fully functioning to distribute
works from its vast music catalog on request to individual performers and ensembles, and also to specialty re-sellers such
as Theodore Front Musical Literature and
Harrassowitz Booksellers, among others.
ACA score sales have increased exponentially as have performance royalties earned
from our catalog at BMI since 2009, but
also important to note is that making the
collection more visible has resurrected
works otherwise forgotten. ACA has also

welcomed more than 30 new or returning
member composers, expanding the collection considerably in the past 5 years.
In addition to establishing the status of
the physical ownership of all of the materials, ACA is currently working with SCPA
on an agreement to make available a collection of more than 4,000 digital scores and
parts to students around the world. Our
PDF collection continues to grow by the
day – as we scan more of the older score
masters at SCPA and also receive deposits
of new works from current composers in
born-digital format.
In developing a process of electronic access to ACA scores, SCPA and ACA both
have acknowledged that the needs and interests of an archive are not always congruent with the needs and interests of a publisher or performance library.
We intend to continue our collaboration
with SCPA, working together so that these
scores by American composers will remain
available in a shared database with access
to materials for researchers and also performers.
We keep moving forward with our digi-

tal preservation program so that scores can
remain widely available beyond our own
lives.
(This essay is an edited version of a paper presented at
The International Association of Music Libraries and
Documentation Centres (IAML) and the International
Musicological Society (IMS), June 2015).
Correspondence of Aaron Copland used by permission
of the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, Inc.
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